The theme of cultural displacement is a river that runs strongly through the photography of New Zealand born Indigenous Researcher, Curator and Artist Greg Semu. It is a theme close to the heart as the artist embraces Samoa as his ancestral and spiritual home and has travelled the world since his early 20s in search of self. The significance of identity and the exploration of self weave their way into Semu's work, with one of his first signature creations being a triptych created in 1995 of his naked body covered in Samoan Tatau titled Self-portrait with pe’a, Basque Road, Newton Gully. This series of photographs lead to his first solo exhibition titled O le Tatau Samoa, The Tattoo Art of Samoa and were acquired by the Auckland Art Gallery. In 2004 the Queensland Art Gallery also printed and acquired the series. In 2010 Queensland Art Gallery exhibited the works in a touring exhibition titled Unnerved: The New Zealand Project and published them in the accompanying catalogue.

Today Semu is still evolving the dialogue of cultural identity, and the viewing public is noticeably still fascinated, as in 2012 the Auckland Art Gallery commissioned him to revisit the original pe’a triptych and produce a corresponding triptych continuing the conversation. The Samoan Tatau clothes the body from midriff to knees and is a complex cultural icon of Samoan identity that dates back several thousand years preceding Christ.

Semu began his artistic explorations of cultural displacement by osmosis. Himself, autodidact in the art of photography and film, Semu uses these visual languages to create an evocative dialogue to challenge the romanticised colonialist documentation of ‘first contact’ with the tribal worlds. The artist strives to challenge the stranglehold academic historians have on the past (be it fictitious or correct) in order to present new conclusions that break from the generic anthropological interpretations.

By using a medium so synonymous with presenting truth and reality in order to re-enact historic and art historically significant moments, Semu seduces the viewer to challenge any preconceived notions of history and instead make a spiritual or mental connection with the work engaging imagination and provocation. This is much like the many religious institutional dogma of “taking a leap of faith”.

In 2007 Semu was awarded the first artist in residence at the Museé du quai Branly, in Paris. He was commissioned to create an artistic response to the Bonded by Blood Adidas campaign featuring the All Blacks for the 2007 Rugby World Cup. The result was ‘The Battle of the Noble Savage’ series, which references early New Zealand colonial paintings by artists including Charles F. Goldi, Gustavus Von Tempsky and Gottfried Lindauer parallelling European painters Jacques-Louis David, Caravaggio, Holbein and Eugene Delacroix. The piece in particular makes pointed allusions to David’s French history painting Napoleon Crossing the Alps (1800-01).

The battle depicted in Semu’s work is itself fictitious but draws heavily on elements of the land wars between Maori and colonizers for Aotearoa New Zealand. The scene is peppered with historical and cultural references. The lush rainforest visible in the background contains plants only native to New Zealand, the ‘warriors’ are genuine Maori leaders with authentic ta moko (Maori body and facial tattoos) and the weaponry are all colonial war antiques.

By mixing real and fake, past and present, the artist is seeking to promote discussion and break free of “[romanticised] superior attitudes” in which mono linear history is often presented to us. Semu strives to educate parts of the world that might be ignorant to the fact that whilst Napoleon and the Prussians famously embarked on their offensives, the Pacific Islands were also facing their own battles. Similarly, by commemorating the spirit of the Maori and playing on the stereotype of the ‘primitive savage’, Semu succeeds in satirising the historical notion of the ‘noble savage.’ The aim is to reclaim history for the future generations to interpret freely and without prejudice.
In order to help drive alternative interpretations of colonial history Semu draws upon politically historical events, including the dictatorship of Christianity onto 'primitive' tribes. This is evident in his 2010 *The Last Cannibal Supper*, *cause tomorrow we become Christians* series created for the Tjibaou Cultural Centre, Noumea, New Caledonia where the artist takes centre stage as Christ in *Auto portrait with 12 disciples*. The word 'cannibal' is pointedly used to denote the symbolic last supper Pacific Islanders underwent before giving up their traditions and having Christianity thrust upon them. Semu shows off his *Tatau*, which ironically is one of the only Samoan cultural traditions that endured the impact of colonial Christianity. Whilst Semu’s depiction of Christianity may seem austere, he observes that the religion simultaneously "saved and paralysed" the island cultures. "I'm not trying to say who was wrong or right, I'm just saying let's look at it today from contemporary eyes and from contemporary minds."

This meditation on the importance of the contemporary viewer is further expressed in his *Body on the Line, Cultural Warriors 2010* exhibition. Semu captured former and current NRL players of South Pacific and Maori heritage, dressed loosely in customary Islander garb. By featuring familiar, contemporary sports figures adorned in traditional attire the artist promotes, celebrates and nurtures cultural awareness, provoking health and fitness issues and a marriage between the world of art and sport whilst developing relationships with ethnic minorities and mainstream Australia.

In 2012 Greg Semu’s works including *Auto portrait with 12 disciples* (from 'The Last Cannibal Supper...cause tomorrow we become Christians' series) and *Untilled* (from 'The Battle of the Noble Savage' series) were featured in *The 7th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT7)* held at the Queensland Art Gallery. The Triennial is the Queensland Art Gallery’s flagship international contemporary art event and represents the exceptional transformations that have occurred in Australian, Asian and the Pacific art.

In 2013, Greg Semu was named the winner of the People's Choice award for the 62nd *Blake Prize*, with his video installation *Te Upoko o Hoani te Kairirin, The Head of John the Baptist*, 2013. The video runs for 8 minutes and 53 seconds, with images of three heads projected onto a black wall with hidden sacred text. It took Greg Semu five days to paint this monumental wall using acrylic paint and oil crayons. Sporadic interjections of light illuminate the wall and the sacred scrawl is momentarily revealed before disappearing. The hidden text references lost tribes, traditions and potential for rebirth. The video provokes conversation about conflicting desires of two insidious practices: the decapitation of spiritual leaders to achieve religious cleansing and the ritual tradition of 'headhunting' to grant immortal martyrdom.

In 2013, Alcaston Gallery represented Greg Semu at the inaugural *Sydney Contemporary 13* art fair held at Carriageworks, Sydney. Also in 2013, Greg Semu featured in Alcaston Gallery’s annual Sydney exhibition to showcase represented artists titled *All About Art @ Depot Gallery, Sydney.*

In 2014, Greg Semu was awarded the prestigious Creative New Zealand Visual Arts Residency at the Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin 2014-2015. During this 12 month residency the artist will develop the overall theme of the brief yet intense relationships pertaining to Germany and “German Samoa”. Semu refers to this as *die Koloniale Begegnung, The Colonial Encounter.*

In February 2014 Semu was artist in residence at Buku Larrnggay Mulka, Northern Territory, where he continued to research Indigenous Australians and develop portraits of Yolgnu family and friends.

Also in 2014, Greg Semu completed a residency in the Cook Islands granted by Creative New Zealand, as part of his upcoming epic and ambitious project *Symbols of Power,* to investigate and document a major moment in Pacific history and art history. The residency was structured as a community engagement and development project incorporating Cook Island locals as crsi, crew and consultants.

In August 2014, Alcaston Gallery was thrilled to feature Greg Semu at the *Melbourne Art Fair* held at the Royal Exhibition Building, 13 - 17 August.
In 2015 Greg Semu held a solo exhibition titled *Two Bodies, Two Landscapes, Zwei Körper, zwei Lanschafte*, at the Kunstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin, and is an invited artist in the major international exhibition *Personal Structures* at Palazzo Bembo, during the 56th Venice Biennale, 9 May – 22 November 2015.

The National Gallery of Victoria - International will host a major solo exhibition *The Raft of the Tagata Pasifika (people of the pacific)* by Greg Semu from 10 June – 11 September 2016, an immense honour for the artist.

Greg Semu has lived in Sydney since 2009, after residing in a wide range of places such as New York, Paris, London and Sāmoa. In September 2014 he moved to Berlin to complete his twelve month Creative New Zealand residency at Kunstlerhaus Bethanien.

Greg Semu joined the stable of artists at Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne in 2013.
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